
Romania's sold Roma children / Țăndărei's case exposed in the Swiss press 

A criminal gang from Ţăndărei trafficked thousands of Roma children in the West, forcing them 
to beg and steal. The daily Neue Zürcher Zeitung (NZZ) published an extensive investigation by 
journalist Ani Sandu, Deutsche Welle radio station reports. 
 
Outbreak of coronavirus infection in Țăndărei (Ialomița), where 800 locals returning from 
Western Europe are guarded by the army not to leave the house. The city is famous for the 
underworld clans that take children to beg in England 

The Ialomita town of Țăndărei, famous for its human trafficking networks, whose bosses escaped 
justice after years of trials, turned into a hotbed of coronavirus infection, and the prefect 
demanded the total quarantine of the city, following the model of Suceava. 
 
The mayor of a town near Ţăndărei, the outbreak of coronavirus infection, asked for the 
help of the Army because he can no longer keep the locals who do not respect the isolation 
in their homes 

Viorel Ionescu, the mayor of Hârșova, requested the intervention of the Army on the streets of 
Constanta, because the local administration can no longer cope with the management of the 
situation caused by the COVID-19 crisis. 
 
Two more people from Țăndărei, confirmed with COVID-19, died. Both victims were 
contacts of other contaminants 

Two more people from Țăndărei, confirmed with COVID-19, died. Both victims were contacts of 
other contaminants, says gurialomitei.com. 
 
DOCUMENT Military Ordinance no. 7: Quarantine is established in Țăndărei / Vela: we will 
allow entry and exit only for freight transport for population supply 

The Minister of Interior, Marcel Vela, announced on Saturday the main provisions of the Military 
Ordinance no. 7, including the establishment of a total quarantine in the city of Ţăndărei, and 
warning that it is strictly forbidden to leave and enter the city through areas other than public 
ones. 
 
Photo gallery: The town of Țăndărei has been quarantined: no one enters or leaves the 
locality. Mixed Police-Army filters have been set up 

Military Ordinance no. 7, which established the quarantine in the city of Țăndărei, published on 
Saturday in the Official Gazette 
 
CFR Călători interrupted the issuance of train tickets for Țăndărei, except for those who 
work there 

CFR Călători announced on Saturday that it will not issue tickets for the city of Țăndărei except 
for the people who work there, after the locality was placed in quarantine by Military Ordinance 
no. 7. 



 
Fire arms in Țăndărei: Police confiscated 11 lethal weapons from quarantined locals  

Deutsche Welle: AK-47 assault rifles confiscated ten years ago from underworld clans and 
returned. Police in Ialomița County confiscated 11 lethal and 2 non-lethal weapons in Țăndărei 
following a raid carried out this weekend in the city in complete quarantine due to the 
appearance of a coronavirus outbreak, according to the local publication Independent. 
 
A nurse from Ţăndărei infected with coronavirus died.The local ambulance service was 
closed 

A 42-year-old nurse from Ţăndărei, infected with coronavirus, died, the Strategic Communication 
Group confirmed. At the same time, the local ambulance service was closed, Digi24 reports. 
 
Contradictory decisions in Ialomița: The president of the County Council and the mayor of 
Urziceni demand the quarantine of Bărbulești commune, following the model of Țăndărei, 
but the head of DSP and the county prefect refuse 

The number of coronavirus infected in the Ialomița commune Bărbulești increased in just two 
days by 15 and reached 71 - more than in the quarantined town of Ţăndărei, but the head of the 
Public Health Directorate and the county prefect refuse the quarantine requests of the locality, 
according to the local press . 
 
DOCUMENT Minister Vela announces the provisions of Military Ordinance 11: Ţăndărei 
leaves quarantine / Flights to and from Spain remain suspended until May 14 

Minister Vela announced on Monday evening the provisions of Military Ordinance 11, which 
included the lifting of the quarantine for the city of Țăndărei in Ialomița County, one of the largest 
outbreaks in the country. 
 
VIDEO Locals from Ţăndărei, after the quarantine was lifted: "It was like in a prison / I'm 
waiting for the planes to leave and I'm gone / We want to go to England, boss, to Liverpool, 
I have little work there" 

On the cobbled streets in the Strachina neighborhood of Țăndărei, people were sitting in the 
shade today, around noon, making plans. 
 
Problems for a Roma camp in Greece, which has been quarantined due to the explosion of 
coronavirus cases. The community representative asks for state help because "Roma can 
no longer go begging or stealing to bring money to the family" 

A community of about 5,000 Roma in the Greek town of Nea Smyrni was placed in full quarantine 
by authorities last week after 20 members were discovered with coronavirus in a single day. 
 
Social tensions in a locality from Brașov. Several Roma attacked the gendarmes with sticks 
/ The mayor of Teliu, a week ago: We risk being attacked on the highway / Roma returning 
from Germany and England were left without food 



A patrol from the Mobile Gendarmes Group in Brașov was attacked on Monday in the Roma 
neighborhood in Teliu, local media reported. According to brașovștiri.ro, a gendarme was injured 
in the altercation, and the car with which the crew was traveling was vandalized, after the Roma 
attacked the crew with sticks and crows hitting the car. The newspaper Bună Ziua Brașov and 
realidadeadebrașov.net report that the action of the police forces targeted people suspected of 
stealing scrap metal. 


